
The Complete Book of Corvette
Every Model Since 1953
MIKE MUELLER
With more than sixty years of production under its belt,
the Corvette remains a world-class sports car offering a
fascinating development story and a stellar competition
record. The Complete Book of Corvette covers all eight
generations—from the first six-cylinder model in 1953,
to the all-conquering L88 of the 1960s, to 21st century
ZR1 and Z06, to today’s tour de force mid-engine Sting -
ray —along with proto types, racers, one-offs and spe-
cialty packages, as well as the designers and engineers
behind the iconic Corvette. Every model year is present-
ed with insight ful text, technical specifications and beau -
tiful photography culled from the author’s own images
and GM’s photographic archives. It’s all here in the ulti-
mate reference for all Corvette enthusiasts.

Mickey Thompson: The Lost Story of the
Original Speed King in His Own Words
TOM MADIGAN / FOREWORD BY ALEX XYDIAS
Four decades after his tragic death, racer and motor-
sports impresario Mickey Thompson remains legendary.
In the early 1970s, he and motorsports writer (and former
drag racer) Tom Madigan set out to write his autobiog-
raphy. After two years of extensive interviews, the near-
finished manuscript was set aside for a number of rea-
sons. Neatly stacked typewritten sheets were boxed,
stored and mostly forgotten. This long-incomplete first-
person telling of Thomp son’s high-speed life covers it all:
land-speed racing at Bonneville, drag racing, off-road in
Baja, NASCAR, Indiana po lis—anything involving speed.
Armed with a restless mind and a keen business sense,
Thompson moved from success to success. This is that
never-published work—an amazing biographical artifact
from what many consider the golden age of automotive
racing—complemented by some 100 rare images culled
from family archives, the NHRA mu se um, and the collec-
tions of friends and fellow racers.

Billy F Gibbons: Rock + Roll Gearhead
BILLY F GIBBONS / TOM VICKERS / PHOTOS: DAVID PERRY
As with many rockers, Billy F Gibbons’ jones for hot rods
and customs is the stuff of legend. But beyond this bona
fide bluesman’s mastery of the six-string and unrepen-
tant love for internal combustion is a noted collector
whose own designs have manifested themselves in hun-
dreds of mind-bending cars and guitars. This new edi-
tion of Billy F Gibbons: Rock + Roll Gearhead (first pub-
lished in 2005) has been expanded for ZZ Top’s 50th an -
niversary, throwing Gibbons’ garage and studio doors
wide open for an exclusive look at the exquisite vintage
and way-out custom guitars and the influential hot rods
and custom cars of this grade-A Texas gearhead. From
his near-mythical ’59 Les Paul sunburst known as
“Pearly Gates” and the “Furry One” of MTV renown, to
cars like the Eliminator, CadZZilla, and Kopperhed, it’s all
here—more than sixty guitars and fifteen astounding
vehicles, all expounded upon by BFG himself and shown
in commissioned photography. No less intriguing are the
tales behind his incredible music career.—from teenage
Houston garage rocker to the Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame, told with his own words and memorabilia from
his personal archive. Photographer David Perry defined
the modern hot rod pin-up; his other books include Hot
Rod Pin-Ups and Hot Rod Kings. ■
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